Efficient solutions for
warehouse logistics
and archive systems

Efficiency
in all we do –
as standard
As a company operating across
Europe with extensive expertise and
many years’ experience, we support
our customers with highly efficient
solutions for warehouse logistics
and the archiving of paper-based
documents.
Having no links to any manufacturer
allows us to design the perfect customised solution chosen from a wide range
of providers. We focus not on the limit of
what is technically possible but on what
makes most sense for our customers.
Whether the work involves a selective
modernisation, a complex project as
general contractor or a comprehensive
service package, we deliver reliable,
cost-effective solutions as standard –
solutions that are as unique as our
customers’ requirements.

Our services
are built
on flexibility
	Advice not influenced by any manufacturer
	Planning and personalised design
	Redesigns
	Expansion of existing systems
	Sale or brokerage of warehouse and archive
components
	Software implementation
	Assembly and commissioning
	Disassembly and disposal
	Relocation service, including commissioning
	Safety checks in line with relevant standards
	Repairs and maintenance
	Round-the-clock service

Customised
storage and
archiving systems
Save space by optimising use of your
available area and save time by speeding
up your access to stored items or archived
documents. Fine-tuning workflows and existing space opens up commercial potential
that can be exploited day in, day out.
Our skill in expanding existing systems and
connecting different storage systems using
centralised management software makes
us a safe pair of hands for any modernisation project.
We can also incorporate second-hand
as-new office and storage systems from
reputable manufacturers (subject to
availability) into our designs, giving
our customers an extra opportunity for
optional cost savings.

The right space- and
time-saving solution
for every requirement.
System solutions
	Lift systems
	Vertical carousels
	Mobile pallet rack systems (manual/electric)
	Shelving racks
	Pallet racks
	Cantilever racks
Areas of application
	Production facilities
	Workshops
	Logistics firms
	Document archives (e. g. banks, insurers,
local government offices)

We support
our customers
in all we do
Assembly and commissioning
Our highly qualified staff work flexibly and
reliably, including outside standard business
hours, so as not to impact on our customers’
operating processes.
Disassembly including disposal
We can disassemble shelf storage systems,
winding machines, etc. and dispose of them
if required.
Relocation service
If you are relocating, we will remove existing
storage systems, disassemble them and, if
required, handle transport as well. We will
then reassemble the storage systems at
their new location and put them back into
operation.
Repairs
Experienced staff will repair your systems
with all the necessary expertise.

Safety checks
With no links to any one manufacturer, we can
provide statutory checks of stationary and
portable equipment and operating resources at
regular intervals, including in accordance with
the following standards:
Current standard

Formerly

DGUV Regulation 1

BGV A1

DGUV Regulation 3

BGV A3

DGUV Regulation 68

BGV D27

DGUV Rule 108-007

BGR 234

*Shelf inspection in accordance with DIN EN 15635
DGUV Principle 312-906

ZH 1/55 (BGG 906)

*Current standard that will also continue to apply in the future

Maintenance
To keep their equipment in good working order and prevent faults, we offer our customers
individual maintenance agreements that ensure
their system retains its value through regular
maintenance.
Service
We provide our customers with reassurance
even in the event of a breakdown. Our optional
round-the-clock service delivers the best possible
support.

Talk to us.
We open up a new
dimension in efficiency.
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